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Autistic individuals show a variety of curious behavioral
and perceptual patterns which generally seem to lack a
common underlying cause. We propose a theory of
learning and perception which suggests that the general
impairment of the autistic brain may be a restriction on
the class of connectivity patterns (or `features’) that can
be utilized for learning perceptual and cognitive tasks.
In particular, we argue that the autistic brain does not
make proper use of features which pool information
over larger areas of the input space, which would allow
them to make use of symmetries and develop invariants
to permutations. We present preliminary findings with a

simple neuronal model which provides useful analogies
to psycho-physical experimental findings in support of
this hypothesis.
Our model consists of a two layer perceptron model.
‘Neurons’ in the model are connectionist neurons, thus
are not meant to represent real biological neurons but
rather functional entities that serve our task. In the first
layer we have a set of model neurons with fixed random
receptive fields. The second neuron layer learns by
quadratic optimization to discriminate a noisy “smiley
face” from a non-smiling face placed at random locations within the visual field. The only difference between

Figure 1 Example receptive fields. Left: autistic, Right: non-autistic.
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Figure 2 Left: Discrimination error (y-axis) versus number of neurons (x-axis) for both non-autistic (full line) and autistic model (dashed). In both
types the error reduces with the number of neurons, the non-autistic type shows a better performance. Right: In the case of a test set with an
incomplete smiley, the correlation between the neuronal response was tested versus the model type and the number of neurons. Here the
autistic model shows better performance than the non-autistic model.

the autistic and non-autistic version of the model is the
shape of the receptive fields – autistic neurons have circular receptive fields while non-autistic neurons have
horizontal receptive fields. As shown in Figure 2, the
non-autistic version is able to solve the discrimination
task with a much smaller number of neurons in the first
layer. However if the “smiley face” is presented only
partly to the model, the autistic version is actually better
at the discrimination task then the non-autistic version
of the model. This coincides –among other parallels to
psycho-physical experiments– with findings in which
autistic children show better performance in recognizing
faces from parts [1].
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